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Rosa, and Virginia Clark. 9th ed. New York: Bedford/St. Martin's, 2005. 351 The more we learn about language and how it works, the more abun
dantly clear it becomes that our language shapes our perceptions of 
the world. Because most people have eyes to see, ears to hear, noses to 
smell, tongues to taste, and skins to feel, it seems as though our percep
tions ofreality should be pretty similar. We know, however, that this is 
not the case, and language, it seems, makes a big difference in how we 
perceive our world. In effect, language acts as a filter, heightening 
certain perceptions, dimming others, and totally voiding still others. 

In the following selection from their book Understanding and 
Using Language (1972), Newman and Genevieve Birk discuss how 
we use words, especially the tremendous powers that slanted and 
chat;ged language wields. As a writer, you will be particularly in
terested to learn just how important your choice of words is. After 
reading what the Birks have to say, you,11 never read another edito
rial, ivatch another commercial, or listen to another politician in 
quite the same way. 

WB.ITING TO DISCOVER: Choose three different people and write 
a description ofa person, an object, or an event from each of their 
perspectives. Consider how each would relate to the subject you chose, 
what details each would focus on, and the attitude each would have 
toivard that subject. 

A. THE PRINCIPLE OF SELECTION 

Before it is expressed in words, our knowledge, both inside and out
side, is influenced by the principle of selection. What we know or observe 
depends on what we notice; that is, what we select, consciously or uncon
sciously, as worthy of notice or attention . As we observe, the principle of 
selection determines which facts we take in. 

Suppose, for example, that three people, a lumberjack, an artist, and 
a tree surgeon, are examining a large tree in the forest. Since the tree it
self is a complicated object, the number of particulars or facts about it 
that one could observe would be very great indeed. Which of these facts 
a particular observer will notice will be a matter of selection, a selection 
that is determined by his interests and purposes. A lumberjack might be 
interested in the best way to cut the tree down, cut it up and transport it 
to the lumber mill. His interest would then determine his principle of 
selection in observing and thinking about the tree. The artist might 
consider painting a picture of the tree, and his purpose would furnish his 
principle of selection. The tree surgeon's professional interest in the 
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physical health of the tree might establish a principle of selection for him. 
If each r:ian were now required to write an exhaustive, detailed report on 
every thmg he observed about the tree, the facts supplied by each would 
diff~r, for ea~h would report those facts that his particular principle of se
lecnon led him to notice. 1 

The principle of selection holds not only for the specific facts that
people observe but also for the facts they remember. A student suddenly
embarrassed may remember nothing of the next ten minutes of class dis
cussion but may have a vivid recollection of the sensation of the blood 
mounting, as he blushed, up his face and into his ears. In both noticing 
and remembenng, the principle of selection applies, and it is influenced 
not only by our special interest and point of view but by our whole men
tal state of the moment. 

The principle of selection then serves as a kind of sieve or screen 
through which our knowledge passes before it becomes our knowledge. 
Since we can't notice everything about a complicated object or situation 
or action or state of our own consciousness, what we do notice is deter
mined by whatever principle of selection is operating for us at the time 
we gain the knowledge. 

It is important to remember that what is true of the way the principle 
of selection works for us is true also for the way it works for others. Even 
before we or other people put knowledge into words to express meaning, 
that knowledge has been screened or selected. Before an historian or an 
economist writes a book, or before a reporter writes a news article the 
f~cts th~t each. is to present have been sifted through the screen of a ~rin
c1ple of selecnon. Before one person passes on knowledge to another, 
that knowledge has already been selected and shaped, intentionally or un
intentionally, by the mind of the communicator. 

B. THE PRINCIPLE OF SLANTING 

"'.'hen we put our knowledge into words, a second process of 
selecnon, the process of slanting, takes place. Just as there is some
thing, a rather mysterious principle of selection, which chooses for us 
:'hat we ~ill ~otice, and what will then become our knowledge, there 
is also a pnnc1ple which operates, with or without our awareness to se
lect certain facts and feelings from our store of knowledge, ~nd to 
choose the words and emphasis that we shall use to communicate our 

 
 

!. Of course, all three observers would probably report a good many facts in com· 
mon ~the height of the tree , for example, and the size of the trunk. The point we wish to 
make is that each observer would give us a different impression of the tree because of the 
different principle of selection that guided his observation . 

meaning .2 Slanting may be defined as the process of selecting ( 1) 
knowledge - factual and attitudinal; (2) words; and (3) emphasis , to 

achieve the intention of the communicator. Slanting is present in some 
degree in all communication: one may slantfor (favorable slanting), slant 
against (unfavorable slanting), or slant both ways (balanced slanting) .... 

C. SLANTING BY USE OF EMPHASIS 

Slanting by use of the devices of emphasis is unavoidable,3 for empha
sis is simply the giving of stress to subject matter, and so indicating what is 
important and what is less important. In speech, for example, if we say that 
Socrates was a wise old man, we can give several slightly different meanings, 
one by stressing wise, another by stressing old, anotl1er by giving equal 
stress to wise and old, and still another by giving chief stress to man. Each 
different stress gives a different slant (favorable or unfavorable or balanced) 
to tl1e statement because it conveys a different attitude toward Socrates or 
a different judgment of him. Connectives and word order also slant by the 
emphasis they give: consider the difference in slanting or emphasis pro
duced by old but wise, old and wise, wise but old. In writing, we cannot indi
cate subtle stresses on words as clearly as in speech, but we can achieve our 
emphasis and so can slant by the use of more complex patterns of word 
order, by choice of connectives, by underlining heavily stressed words, and 
by marks of punctuation that indicate short or long pauses and so give light 
or heavy emphasis. Question marks, quotation marks, and exclamation 
points can also contribute to slanting.4 It is impossible either in speech or 
in writing to put two facts together without giving some slight emphasis or 
slant. For example, if we have in mind only two facts about a man, his awk
wardness and his strength, we subtly slant those facts favorably or unfavor
ably in whatever way we may choose to join them. 

More Favorable Slanting Less Favorable Slanting 

He is awkward and strong. He is strong and awkward . 
He is awkward but strong. He is strong but awkward . 
Although he is somewhat He may be strong, but he 's 

awkward, he is very strong. very awkward. 

2 . Notice that the "principle of selection" is at work as 111e rakt i>1 knowledge, Jnd th.u 
slanting occurs as ll'C express our knowledge in words . 

3. When e111phasis is present- ,md we can think of nu instance in the use ofl.rnguJgc 
in which it is not - it necessarily influences the merning by playing a pan in the fovornbk , 
unfavorable , or balanced slant of the communicato r. We are likely ro emp!lJsize by voice 
stress, even when we answer yes or ''°to simple questions. 

4 . Consider the slaming achieved by punctuation in the following sentences : He 
calkd the Senator an honest man' He calkd the Senaror ,rn hone~t lll <lll 1 He called the Sen · 
ator an honest man' He s.ud one more such "honest" senator would corrupt the st.He . 



With more facts and in longer passages it is possible to maintain a delicate 
balance by alternating favorable emphasis and so producing a balanced effect. 

Ail communication, then, is in some degree slanted by the emphasis 
of the communicator. 

D. SLANTING BY SELECTION OF FACTS 

To illustrate the technique of slanting by selection of facts, we shall ex
amine three passages of informative writing which achieve different effects 
simply by the selection and emphasis ofmaterial. Each passage is made up of 
true statements or facts about a dog, yet the reader is given three different 
impressions. The first passage is an example ofobjective writing or balanced 
slanting, the second is slanted unfavorably, and the third is slanted favorably. 

1. Balanced Presentation 

Our dog, Toddy, sold to us as a cocker, produces various reactions 
in various people. Those who come to the back door she usually growls 
and barks at (a milkman has said that he is afraid of her); those who 
come to the front door, she whines at and paws; also she tries to lick 
people's faces unless we have forestalled her by putting a newspaper in 
her mouth. (Some of our friends encourage these actions; others dis
courage them. Mrs. Firmly, one friend, slaps the dog with a newspaper 
and says, "I know how hard dogs are to train.") Toddy knows and re
sponds to a number ofwords and phrases, and guests sometimes remark 
that she is a "very intelligent dog." She has fleas in the summer, and she 
sheds, at times copiously, the year round. Her blonde hairs are conspic
uous when they are on people's clothing or on rugs or furniture. Her 
color and her large brown eyes frequently produce favorable comment. 
An expert on cockers would say that her ears are too short and set too 
high and that she is at least six pounds too heavy. 

The passage above is made up of facts, verifiable facts,5 deliberately se
lected and emphasized to produce a balanced impression. Of course not 
all the facts about the dog have been given - to supply all the facts on 
any subject, even such a comparatively simple one, would be an almost 
impossible task. Both favorable and unfavorable facts are used, however, 
and an effort has been made to alternate favorable and unfavorable details 

5. Verifiable facts are facts that can be chc:cki=d and agreed upon and proved to be true 
by people who wish to verify them. That a particular theme received a failing grade is aver· 
itiabk fact; one:: nei=ds merely to sec the theme with the grade on it. That the instructor 
should have failed the theme is not, strictly spi=aking, a verifiable: fact, but a matter of 
opinion. That women on the average live longer than men is a verifiable fact; that they live 
better is a matter ofopinion, a value judgment. 

so that neither will receive greater emphasis by position, proportion, or 

grammatical structure. 

2. Facts Slanted Against 

That dog put her paws on my white dress as soon_ as I cam~ in the 
door and she made so much noise that it was two mmutes betore she 
had ~uieted down enough for us to talk and hear each other. Then the 
gas man came and she did a great deal of barking. And her halfS a_re ?n 
the rug and on the furniture. Ifyou wear a dark dress they suck to 1t hke 
lint. When Mrs. Firmly came in, she actually hit the dog with a news~a 
per to make it stay down, and she made some ~emark abou_t trammg 
dogs. I wish the Birks would take the hint or get nd of that noisy, short
eared, overweight "cocker" of theirs. 

This unfavorably slanted version is based on the sam~ facts, but now 
these facts have been selected and given a new emphasis .. The_ speake'., 
using her selected facts to give her impression of the dog, 1s quite possi

bly unaware of her negative slanting._ 

Now for a favorably slanted version: 


3. Facts Slanted For 

What a lively and responsible dog! When I walked in the door, there 
she was with a newspaper in her mouth, whining and standmg ~n her 
hind legs and wagging her tail all at the same time. And what an m~elh
gent dog. If you suggest going for a walk, sh~ will get he~ '?liar_ trom 
the kitchen and hand it to you, and she bnngs Mrs. Birk s slippers 
whenever Mrs. Birk says she is "tired" or mentions slippers. At_a co_m
mand she catches balls, rolls over, "speaks," or stands on her hmd teer 
and twirls around. She sits up and balances a piece ofbread_on l~er nose 

til she is cold to take it; then she tosses it up and catches 1t. It you are 
un d "b " · h th bigeating something, she sits up in front of you an egs wit ose 
dark brown eyes set in that light, buff-colored face of hers. When I got 
up to go and told her I was leaving, she rolled her eyes at me and sat up 
like a squirrel. She certainly is a lively and mtelhgent dog. 

Speaker 3, like Speaker 2, is sele~ti.ng fr?m. the "facts" sum.~1arize~ 
in balanced version 1, and is emphaslZlng his tacts to commu111cate his 

impression. . . . . . 
All three passages are examples of re?orting (1.e. , co~1s1st 01~ly ot veri

fiable facts ), yet they give three very different 1mpress1ons o! the same 
dog because of the different ways the speakers slanted . the facts .. ~ome 
people say that figures don't lie, and many people be~1eve that _it they 
have the "facts," they have the "truth." Yet if we carehllly examme the 
ways of thought and language, we see that any knowledge that _comes. to 
us through words has been subjected to the double screenmg ot the prm
ciple of selection and the slanting of language . .. . 
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Wise listeners and readers realize that the double screening that is 
produced by the principle of selection and by slanting takes place even 
when people honestly try to report the facts as they know them. (Speak
ers 2 and 3, for instance, probably thought of themselves as simply giving 
information about a dog and were not deliberately trying to mislead.) 
Wise listeners and readers know too that deliberate manipulators of lan
guage, by mere selection and emphasis, can make their slanted facts ap
pear to support almost any cause. 

In arriving at opinions and values we cannot always be sure that the 
facts that sift into our minds through language are representative and 
relevant and true. We need to remember that much of our information 
about politics, governmental activities, business conditions, and foreign 
affairs comes to us selected and slanted. More than we realize, our opin
ions on these matters may depend on what newspaper we read or what 
news commentator we listen to. Worthwhile opinions call for knowledge 
of reliable facts and reasonable arguments for and against - and such 
opinions include beliefs about morality and truth and religion as well as 
about public affairs. Because complex subjects involve knowing and 
dealing with many facts on both sides, reliable judgments are at best dif
ficult to arrive at. If we want to be fairminded, we must be willing to 
subject our opinions to continual testing by new knowledge, and must 
realize that after all they are opinions, more or less trustworthy. Their 
trustworthiness will depend on the representativeness of our facts, on 
the quality of our reasoning, and on the standard of values that we 
choose to apply. 

We shall not give here a passage illustrating the unscrupulous slant
ing of facts. Such a passage would also include irrelevant facts and false 
statements presented as facts, along with various subtle distortions of 
fact. Yet to the uninformed reader the passage would be indistinguishable 
from a passage intended to give a fair account. If two passages ( 2 and 3) 
of casual and unintentional slanting of facts about a dog can give such 
contradictory impressions of a simple subject, the reader can imagine 
what a skilled and designing manipulation of facts and statistics could do 
to mislead an uninformed reader about a really complex subject. An ex
ample of such manipulation might be the account of the United States 
that Soviet propaganda has supplied to the average Russian. Such propa
ganda, however, would go beyond the mere slanting of the facts : it would 
clothe the selected facts in charged words and would make use of the 
many other devices ofslanting that appear in charged language. 

E. SLANTING BY USE OF CHARGED WORDS 

In the passages describing the dog Toddy, we were illustrating the 
technique of slanting by the selection and emphasis of facts . Though the 

facts selected had to be expressed in words, the words chosen were as fac
tual as possible, and it was the selection and emphasis of facts and not of 
words that was mainly responsible for the two distinctly different impres
sions of the dog. In the passages below we are demonstrating another 
way of slanting - by the use of charged words. This time th~ acco~mts 
are very similar in the facts they contain; the different 1mpress1ons ot the 
subject, Corlyn, are produced not by different facts but by the subtle se

lection of charged words. 
The passages were written by a clever student who was told to 

choose as his subject a person in action, and to write two descriptions, 
each using the "same facts." The instructions required that one descnp
tion be slanted positively and the other negatively, so that the first would 
make the reader favorably inclined toward the person and the action, and 
the second would make him unfavorably inclined. 

Here is the favorably charged description. Read it carefully and form 21 

your opinion of the person before you go on to read the second description. 

Corlyn 

Corlyn paused at the entrance to the room and glanced about. A well
cut black dress draped subtly about her slender form . Her long blonde 
hair gave her chiseled features the simple frame they required. She 
smiled an engaging smile as she accepted a cigarette from her escort. As 
he lit it for her she looked over the flame and into his eyes. Carlyn had 
that rare talent of making every male feel that he was the only man in 

the world. 
She took his arm and they descended the steps into the room. She 

walked with an effortless grace and spoke with equal ease . They each 
took a cup of coffee and joined a group of friends near the fire . The 
flickering light danced across her face and lent an ethereal quality to her 
beauty. The good conversation, the crack.ling logs, and the stin~ulating 
coffee gave her a feeling of internal warmth. Her eyes danced with each 

leap of the flames. 

Taken by itself this passage might seem just a description of an attrac

tive girl. The favorable slanting by use of charged words has been done so 

skillfully that it is inconspicuous. Now we turn to the unfavorable slanted 

description of the "same" girl in the "same" actions: 


Corlyn 

Corlyn halted at the entrance to the room and looked around. A 
plain black dress hung on her thin frame . Her stringy bleached hair ac
centuated her harsh features. She smiled an inane smile as she took a 
cigarette from her escort. As he lit it for her she stared over the lighter 
and into his eyes. Corlyn had a habit of making every male feel that he 

was the last man on earth. 





She grasped his arm and they walked down the steps and into the 
room. Her pace was fast and ungainly, as was her speed. They each 
reached for some cotfre and broke into a group of acquaintances near 
the tire. The flickering light played across her face and revealed 
every flaw. The loud talk, the fire, and the cotfre she had gulped down 
made her teel hot. Her eyes grew more red with each leap of the 
flames . 

When the reader compares these two descriptions, he can see how 
charged words influence the reader's attitude. One needs to read the two 
descriptions several times to appreciate all the subtle differences between 
them. Words, some rather heavily charged, others innocent-looking but 
lightly charged, work together to carry to the reader a judgment of a per
son and a situation. If the reader had seen only the first description of 
Corlyn, he might well have thought that he had formed his "own judg
ment on the basis of the facts." And the examples just given only begin to 
suggest the techniques that may be used in heavily charged language. For 
one thing, the two descriptions of Carlyn contain no really good example 
of the use of charged abstractions; for another, the writer was obliged by 
the assignment to use the same set of facts and so could not slant by se
lecting his material. 

F. SLANTING AND CHARGED LANGUAGE 

... When slanting of facts, or words, or emphasis, or any combina
tion of the three significantly influences feelings toward, or judgments 
about, a subject, the language used is charged language.... 

Of course communications vary in the amount of charge they carry 
and in their effect on difkrent people; what is very favorably charged for 
one person may have little or no charge, or may even be adversely 
charged, for others. It is sometimes hard to distinguish between charged 
and uncharged expression. But it is sate to say that whenever we wish to 
convey any kind of inner knowledge - feelings, attitudes, judgments, 
values - we are obliged to convey that attitudinal meaning through the 
medium of charged language; and when we wish to understand the inside 
knowledge ofothers, we have to interpret the charged language that they 
choose, or are obliged to use . Charged language, then, is the natural and 
necessary medium for the communication of charged or attitudinal 
meaning. At times we have difficulty in living with it, but we should have 
even greater difficulty in living without it. 

Some of the difficulties in living with charged language are caused by 
its use in dishonest propaganda, in some editorials, in many political 
speeches, in most advertising, in certain kinds of effusive salesmanship, 
and in blatantly insincere, or exaggerated, or sentimental expressions of 
emotion. Other difficulties are caused by the misunderstandings and 
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misinterpretations that charged language produces . A charged phrase mis
interpreted in a love letter; a charged word spoken in haste or in anger; an 
acrimonious argument about religion or politics or <lthletics or fraterni
ties; the frustrating uncertainty produced by the effort to understand the 
complex attitudinal meaning in a poem or play or a short story - these 
troubles, all growing out of the use of charged language, may give us the 
feeling that Robert Louis Stevenson expressed when he said, "The battle 
goes sore against us to the going down of the sun." 

But however charged language is abused and whatever misunder
standings it may cause, we still have to live with it - and even by it. It 
shapes our attitudes and values even without our conscious knowledge; it 
gives purpose to, and guides, our actions; through it we establish and 
maintain relations with other people and by means of it we exert our 
greatest influence on them. Without charged language, life would be but 
half life. The relatively uncharged language of bare factual statement, 
though it serves its informative purpose well and is much less open to 
abuse and to misunderstanding, can describe only the bare land of factual 
knowledge; to communicate knowledge of the turbulencies and the 
calms and the deep currents of the sea of inner experience we must use 

charged language. 

FOCUSING ON CONTENT 

l. 	What is the principle of selection, and how does it work? 

2. 	 According to the Birks, how is slanting difterent from the principle of selec
tion? What devices can a speaker or writer use to slant knowledge? When is it 
appropriate, if at all, to slant lJnguJge' 

3. 	 What exactly are charged words? Demonstrate your understanding of 
charged languJge by picking some examples from the two descriptions of 
Corlyn. 

4. 	 Why is it important for writers and others to be aware of charged words? 
What can happen if you use charged language unknowingly? What are some 
of the difficulties in living in a world with charged language? 

FOCUSING ON WRITING 

1. 	 What is the Birks's purpose in this essay> (Glossary: Purpose) Do they seem 
more intent on explaining or on Jrguing their position> Point to 

specific language that they use that led you to your conclusion. (Glossary: 
Diction) 

2. 	 Do you tind the examples about Toddy the dog and Corlyn partirnlarly 
helpful? (Glossa1y: Examples) Why or why not> What would have been lost, 
if anything, had the examples not been included> 




